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KADE information technology is the leading company in the video analysis and image processing sector with its projects and products about security, data collection and process-system recovery for military, civil and private sector.

Motivation and Purpose:

With the improvement of technology, Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is getting more and more important. In order to interact with computer based systems, static keys/buttons, track path devices and touch screens have developed respectively. Below are the two important inventions in human computer interaction era in the past:

1. The mouse was invented in Stanford Laboratory and was made famous as a practical input device by Xerox PARC in the 1970's. It first appeared commercially as part of the Xerox and Apple¹. Then Apple asked a group of guys fresh from Stanford's product design program to take a $400 device and make it mass-producible, reliable and cheap. Their work transformed personal computing².
2. After Apple developed multi-touch technology and produced portable media players, smartphones and tablet computers, the market share of these productions increased rapidly. For example, iPhone was invented in 2007 and Android was invented in 2008, smartphones world had met a new concept. In 2008, market share of iPhone and Android was only 14%, but in 2009 market share grew more than two times, it was 31%\(^3\).

![Human Computer Interaction History](image)

We believe that the next concept will let people use computers without touching. Gesture recognition and motion tracking are the next improvement of interaction with computers. Moreover, we know that in near future, smartphones will have more powerful “new generation” processors (like Intel Atom) since KADE is the gold partner of Intel. Control of these smartphones will be done via gesture recognition.

Besides, many companies that produce mobile devices make use of stereovision technology for better recognition of hand gestures. This stereovision technology extracts 3D depth information map by images provided from two parallel cameras. One pioneering company in this technology is Lenovo which had developed Lenovo Ideapad U1 Hybrid\(^4\), a new generation smartphone that has two integrated cameras.

The main goal behind this project is to recognize basic human gestures (hand and face gestures) with two cameras and process them to control a mobile device.
**Project Description:**

The technologies available about this topic are not efficient meaning that current processors in mobile devices are not enough to compute very complex pattern recognition algorithms in real time. Basic solutions which process static images are available on mobile devices and most of them are using extra equipment to recognize gestures such as special gloves or pointer devices.

We are implementing this project on processors which offer more computing power; but our project cannot be run on mobile devices right now, therefore, we are going to implement this project by using Intel’s desktop processors on MeeGo Operating System.

- MeeGo is an open source mobile operating system of Intel and Nokia, which is based on Linux. It is the combination of Intel's Moblin and Nokia's Maemo in one project. Main goal of MeeGo is to act as an operating system for hardware platforms like mobile phones, tablet PC’s, smart phones.

System will use pattern recognition algorithms for gesture recognition. Hand tracking, gestures of hand and face recognition are the core of our project. We are aiming to reduce effects of complex backgrounds while recognition process. If we achieve that, we will come up with a new algorithm and may publish academic paper. Obviously, our project has some limitations like gestures with little differences cannot be differentiated. Also, arranging the optic flow will be tough, background of user will be dynamic since our solution will used in mobile devices.

We are going to implement a smartphone menu on computer and take advantage of stereovision by using two cameras. By using this menu we are going to implement, users can make calls or send text messages, control his/her personal music or image libraries via hand gestures, namely without touching the phone. Furthermore, lock screen of the phone will be unlocked by face recognition.

Briefly, below are the software tools we are using:

Language: C++

Libraries: OpenCV, QT

Operating System: MeeGo and Ubuntu

**Literature Research:**


Market Research:

1. **NIPPON SYSTEMWARE’s Gesture Recognition Software: DigInfo**
   NSW, a company that develops computer hardware, software and various IT solutions, has developed Gesture Recognition Software which can recognize the shape and color of the operator’s hand and can differentiate the movement of the hand from other moving objects in the background.
   NSW is using this as an input method for controlling computers via cursor as the hand moves.

2. **Evoluce: Evoluce ONE**
   Evoluce, a German company pioneering display technology, has developed Evoluce ONE, a 47-inch Multi-touch HD LCD Screen with gesture recognition which enables users to control multi-touch applications through gestures made right above the screen, without touching it. Hand gestures such as mid-air scrolling, rotating, stretching, shrinking, or pivoting motions are immediately registered and translated into screen actions such as pinch and zoom, screen transition or application dismissal.

The examples market research stated above are working on only PCs and do not give a good result or use extra equipment for fully functioning. As we said above, hopefully our innovative solution opens new market area for mobile devices.
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